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The application

On 28 November 1991 the plaintiff's application of

13 August 1991 for summary judgment under Rule 22.02(1), initially in respect of all moneys claimed in its Writ ($566,440.02 plus interest and costs), was argued before me.
I rule on that application today.
3

The claims in the Writ

By Writ issued on 5 April 1991 the plaintiff claimed specified sums of money from the defendant.	The first 4 claims were made pursuant to 4 guarantees entered into by the defendant.	In each of them the defendant had guaranteed to the plaintiff the payment upon request of certain "moneys advanced or paid" by the plaintiff to the debtors respectively named therein and "all sums of money whatsoever for the time being owing or unpaid" by those debtors to the plaintiff, together with bank charges, commissions, costs, expenses and interest.	In addition to the claims under the guarantees the plaintiff also claimed from the defendant certain moneys allegedly due to the plaintiff "pursuant to a fully drawn advance loan made by the plaintiff to the defendant and Barry David" (herein "the FDA").	Barry David was the defendant's husband; he died in January 1989.	Because of the factual dispute set out on pp.11 it is now necessary, for the purposes of this application for summary judgment, to focus only upon the claims in the Writ as far as they arise from the first and fourth guarantees, and the FDA.

I turn to these 3 claims.	In the first guarantee, dated 19 September 1986, the debtor was David Nominees Pty Ltd; the amount claimed in the Writ was $420,140.02.	In the fourth guarantee the debtor was a firm, KK Kidswear; the
defendant's liability thereunder was limited to $35,000 plus interest. The plaintiff claimed $36,343.62. The plaintiff also claimed $5,925.11 as moneys due under the FDA.

The proposed Defence

In para 4 of a "Defence and Counterclaim" annexed to the defendant's affidavit of 19 September 1991 the defendant pleaded certain facts to support an allegation that the plaintiff had induced her to execute the second and third guarantees, by misleading conduct or misrepresentation by one of its officers, Mr Clark.	If the allegation is established, the defendant may be entitled to have these guarantees rescinded.	The debtor in both the second and third guarantees was Dyscone Pty. Ltd; the second guarantee related to Dyscone's Quicky Licky Account and the third guarantee to its Boab Account.

The defendant also alleged (para 6(iii)) that on

29 March 1990 the plaintiff as mortgagee had entered into possession of the Boab Caravan Park, and (para 6(i)) that "Dyscone Pty. Ltd was the registered proprietor" of that Park. It is clear that the latter allegation is simply wrong; Annexure "A" to the defendant's affidavit of
19 September 1991 is the relevant Certificate of Title and shows that Dyscone Pty. Ltd had never been the registered proprietor, though Barry William David was registered as


proprietor on 18 March 1988.	The defendant alleged (paras 9-11) that the plaintiff, as mortgagee in possession, thereafter failed to take reasonable care of the Park, which as a result was vandalized and suffered "significant diminution in - - value".	I note that a creditor is under an equitable duty to maintain a security held for the enforcement of the principal loan, for the benefit of the guarantor.	Breach of this duty resulting in a diminution in the value of the security reduces the guarantor's liability accordingly; see Buckeridge v Mercantile Credits Ltd (1981)
56 ALJR 28 at p.34, per Brennan J.


The defendant also alleged (paras 12-14) that the plaintiff had failed to take reasonable care, when later exercising its power of sale on 19 February 1991, to ensure that the Park was sold at market value.	I observe that this allegation is made in circumstances somewhat similar to those which obtained in Standard Chartered Bank Ltd v Walker (1982) 1 WLR 1410; Lord Denning MR made it clear at
pp.1415-6 that the duty of a mortgagee exercising power of sale is "to use reasonable care to obtain the best possible price which the circumstances of the case permit"; and that is a duty owed both to the mortgagor and his guarantor "so that [the latter] is made liable for as little as possible on the guarantee."	The better view, I think, is that the
duty is to use reasonable care rather than simply to act bona fide.

By virtue of these failures by the plaintiff to take reasonable care, that is, by these breaches of its duties of care owed both to Dyscone Pty. Ltd and the defendant (as guarantor), the defendant claimed to have a Defence, Counterclaim or Set-off on which she could rely in this action, and in respect of which she claimed damages in the sum of $750,000.00. This represents the difference between the alleged market value of the Park ($1,000,000.00) and its actual sale price ($250,000.00); see para 6(xii).

The defendant sought to set off this damages counterclaim against the plaintiff's claim (para 6(xiv)). An action, such as this, to enforce a guarantee, is in its nature an action for a money sum, rather than an action for damages; a guarantor is as much a debtor as the principal debtor, though his liability is collateral or secondary - his promise is to pay upon default by the principal.	A set-off strictly is a monetary cross-claim which is also a defence to a plaintiff's claim.	The defendant's claim under consideration here is a claim for damages, not a monetary cross-claim.	In general, a guarantor's counterclaim for damages cannot be set off against the creditor's claim under the guarantee, though the existence
of a counterclaim is relevant to the grant of unconditional leave to defend.	A defendant who shows a bona fide cause of complaint against a plaintiff seeking summary judgment, grounding a defence and counterclaim, is entitled to unconditional leave to defend: see Ford v Harvey (1893)
9 T.L.R. 328.


The defendant also relied upon what appeared to be put forward as an estoppel.	She claimed that the plaintiff had "unreasonably and unlawfully failed and refused" to produce the 2 title deeds to property at Crawford Street Katherine ("the sheds") owned jointly by the defendant and her late husband Barry David.	It was necessary that these deeds be produced to enable the defendant "to become the sole registered proprietor" (para 7(i)).	Further, the defendant claimed that the plaintiff had failed to release its mortgage over a property, the Kuringgai Motel, even though all the moneys secured by that mortgage had been paid (para 7(ii)).	The defendant claimed that these 2 failures by the plaintiff, coupled with the plaintiff's knowledge that the defendant would thereby be prevented from selling or mortgaging those properties to raise the money to pay any debt to the plaintiff, meant that it was the plaintiff's own
fault that the defendant had not paid any moneys due to the plaintiff. That is to say, the plaintiff, by its own action (or inaction), had prevented the defendant from selling or
mortgaging these properties and thus raising and paying over any money due to the plaintiff (paras 8 and 9).	The defendant claimed that the legal consequence of this alleged behaviour of the plaintiff was that it was thereby "precluded and estopped from recovering against the defendant".	I observe that whether or not these alleged facts amount to a defence, they do not constitute an estoppel.

The "proposed further and amended Defence"

In a "proposed further and amended Defence" filed in Court on 27 November 1991 the defendant claimed, in relation to the plaintiff's claim under the first guarantee:-


"11. - - in respect of $372,212.57 being part of such monies claimed, such funds represent a balance plus interest alleged to be payable in respect of an amount of some $680,000.00 the subject of a commercial bill line which had formerly been negotiated by the plaintiff for David Nominees Pty Ltd - - .

	It was an implied term of the plaintiff's contract with David Nominees that, as their banker, they would extend credit and fix interest charges only with the normal usages policy and practice of the plaintiff as they applied to customers of the standing of David Nominees.


	The plaintiff wrongly and in breach of its duties as banker failed to roll over the aforesaid commercial bill at the direction of David Nominees and/or failed subsequently to

establish a refinancing facility which reflected a fair and proper rate of interest to both David Nominees and the plaintiff.
The plaintiff, without the authority of David Nominees (its customer) placed the funds on the highest rate of interest charged (overdraft rate)."


The meaning of the references to "a commercial bill line" and "rollover" appear clearly from Mr Clark's affidavit of
27 November 1991 (p.35) which also casts light on the transaction referred to.	The defendant claimed that this allegedly wrongful behaviour by the plaintiff had resulted in its overcharging interest on "the outstanding David Nominees loan" by an amount in excess of $100,000.	The defendant also claimed:-

"17. As a consequence of the over charging of interest as set out above, the plaintiff has notified the Credit Reference Association of Australia Limited that David Nominees, Kymbrook Pty Ltd and the defendant are in default on loans and are all bad security risks.	This has severely limited the capacity of the defendant and he (sic) companies to adequately negotiate alternative finance to discharge David Nominees and the defendant's proper liability to the plaintiff as a result of which the defendant has suffered damage and Counter Claims damages in respect of such wrongful advice to the aforesaid Association and a breach of the fiduciary duty owed by the plaintiff to the defendant which damages are claimed in a sum of $200,000.00 full particulars of which shall be provided at or prior to trial."
Paras 11-13 and 17 are amplified in the "further affidavit of merits of defendant" of 26 November 1991.	In para 1 she explains that $372,212.57 is claimed by the plaintiff as part of an advance to David Nominees Pty. Ltd "to fund the construction and operation of eight commercial rental warehouses in Crawford Street Katherine."	In paras 2-4 she explains that as at 3 April 1989 David Nominees Pty. Ltd owed the plaintiff $680,000 "financed by a commercial bill", the effective interest payable therein being at the rate of 15.1% while at that time the normal overdraft interest rate was 19%.	She complains in para 5 that when the commercial bill fell due on 3 April 1989, it was not "rolled over" and interest on the debt was thereafter charged by the plaintiff at the overdraft interest rate.
In paras 6 and 7 she complains that Mr Clark, the plaintiffs' Manager at Katherine, refused to refinance the debt by commercial bills, despite her requests, on the basis that "he was awaiting some information from ANZ Executor Trustee Company Pty. Ltd. - - as to the administration of the estate" of her late husband.		That company ultimately "renounced its obligations as executor - - [of the Will of Mr David] on or about 3rd day of January 1990", that is, some 11 months after his death.	In para 8 she claimed that the plaintiff's failure to deal with the debt by way of commercial bills caused loss to David Nominees Pty. Ltd, and thus to her as guarantor.	In paras 9-11 she complains of an
additional 2% penalty rate of interest being charged because the account was said to be "in default, and the indebtedness increasing [despite a reduction of some $400,000 when an asset was sold] in just over 2½ years to an amount in excess of $400,000.00", due to interest. In para 13 she states that the difference between the rates of interest on commercial bills and those in fact charged by the plaintiff means that she had paid more than $100,000.00 in "additional interest."
In paras 14-17 she reiterates the complaints about the refusal by the plaintiff to deal with the indebtedness on a more favourable basis than the basis it in fact adopted.	In para 18 she refers to the refusal by the plaintiff to "refinance" the Crawford Street property; the plaintiff's relieving manager at Katherine, Mr Sproule, said on
14 January 1991 that they were "part of securities held for the David Group of accounts for which payment of outstanding debts is still unresolved".	Paras 19, 20, 21 and 22 are as follows:-

"19. I verily believe that the refusal of the [plaintiff] to offer reasonable rates of finance ought to provide a release of the properties [from the mortgage to the plaintiff] in order that I might refinance to be related to claim which the bank believes it has against Dyscone Pty Ltd and the estate of Barry David and against myself in respect of debts totalling some $1,034.822 dollars as at 11th October 1991.

	None of the monies owing by Dyscone are payable by myself or are a charge or are

properly charged against the assets of David Nominees Pty Ltd.	Had the plaintiff not persisted in this spurious claim I would have been entitled to normal bank interest rates in respect of the debts owing by David Nominees and these normal rates of interest would have substantially reflected themselves in the amount alleged to be owing as at
4th April in the sum of some $372,212.57.

	I verily believe the plaintiff's insistence upon charging at overdraft and penalty rates is inequitable, harsh and inconscionable (sic) and in breach of its duty as banker to David Nominees, and in breach of its fiduciary duty to me, and grossly distorts the true liability of David Nominees and accordingly the amount claimed from me as guarantor.


	Over the past two years I have unsuccessfully sought to refinance the David Nominees debt due to the plaintiff with Citibank, National Australia Bank, Esanda, A.G.C., Westpac, the Commonwealth Bank and the Commonwealth Development Bank.	The three major factors which have lead to their refusals are:-
	The poor credit rating of David Nominees and Kymbrook Pty Ltd (another company in which I am a director and shareholder and which owns and operates the land and business known as Kuringgai Motel in Katherine) due to their having been listed as being in dafault (sic) with the Credit Reference Association of Australia Limited by the plaintiff;
	The plaintiff's refusal to release its mortgage over lots 2511 and 2512, Crawford Street, Katherine and insistence that that property is security for the liability of the estate of Barry William David under a guarantee given by Barry William David for the indebtedness of Dyscone Pty Ltd; and
	My involvement in this litigation."



A factual dispute

The plaintiff denies the facts alleged by the defendant (pp.3-4) in relation to the second and third
guarantees; see the affidavits of Ian Clark and

Michael Miller of 21 November 1991.	In such a situation, where there is a genuine dispute as to relevant facts, the plaintiff rightly no longer seeks summary judgment under Order 22 in respect of its claims under the second and third guarantees.	As the Full Court put it in Daly v Egan (1886) 12 VLR 81 at p.84:-

"A Judge in Chambers is not to try a case on affidavit where the facts are in dispute."


The plaintiff accordingly restricts the ambit of its application of 13 August and seeks summary judgment only in respect of amounts allegedly due under the first and fourth guarantees, and the FDA.	Hence the restricted focus on those claims in this application, mentioned on p.2.

Applications for summary judgment: general (a)	Purpose of Order 22
Before turning to the affidavit material and the submissions, it is convenient to set out the law and procedure which apply to Order 22 applications, in the light of which those submissions must be assessed.	The procedure whereby a plaintiff can recover judgment without a trial, instituted by Order 22, is intended only for use in clear cases.	In Codd v Delap (1905) 92 LT 510 at p.511 Lord James
of Hereford described the corresponding former Order XIV (Eng.) as a process which "must never be used unless it is clear that there is no real substantial question to be tried."	In that case, the defendant had simply sworn that the foreign judgment had been obtained by fraud.	Even so, Lord Lindley said at p.511:-

"Unless it is obvious that the allegation of fraud is frivolous and practically moonshine, Order XIV ought not to be applied."


To adapt the words of the Privy Council in Jones v Stone

(1894) AC 122 at p.124, summary judgment under Order 22 is:-


"- - - a peculiar proceeding, intended only to apply to cases where there can be no reasonable doubt that a plaintiff is entitled to judgment, and where, therefore, it is inexpedient to allow a defendant to defend for mere purposes of delay." (emphasis mine)


As to these words Isaacs J, dissenting, in Cloverdell Lumber Co. Pty. Ltd. v Abbott (1924) 34 CLR 122 at p.130 observed:-

"It will at once be observed where their Lordships lay the burden.	In dubio, the plaintiff fails to get a summary judgment; that is, the plaintiff fails unless he, on the whole of the material, clears the ground of any doubt.	Otherwise the normal right of defence stands." (emphasis mine)
That is to say, the ultimate burden of proof lies on the plaintiff-applicant; he must establish his ground under
Rule 22.02(1) that "the defendant has no defence to - - part of a claim included in the writ".

In Heller Financial Services Ltd v Solczaniuk

(1989) 2 NTJ 1127 I said at pp.1137-8:-


"[Order 22] is a special guillotine procedure introduced for the purpose of preventing a defendant from making unjust use of the law's delays.	The ground which the plaintiff must establish to secure summary judgment, as stated in Rule 22.01(1) - - is "that the defendant has no defence to the ... claim".	Order 22 is intended to apply only to cases where it is clear there is no real question to be tried, cases where there can be no reasonable doubt that the plaintiff is entitled to judgment.	The plaintiff must clear the ground of doubt; he bears the onus.	The purpose of Order 22 in such a case is to prevent a defendant who has no defence from defending an action merely to delay the plaintiff in enforcing his rights.	Correlatively, it was never intended that the summary judgment procedure be available where relevant facts are in dispute between the parties or some difficult question of law has to be decided.	Summary judgment cannot be obtained where the defendant has some fairly arguable defence along those lines.		In such cases the defendant is entitled to a trial, to the "normal rights of every defendant to defend the action", as Isaacs J put it in Cloverdell Lumber Co. Pty Ltd v Abbott (1924) 34 CLR 122 at p.129."



A defendant will "show cause - - to the satisfaction of the Court", in terms of Rule 22.04(1), if he satisfies the Court that there is a 'triable issue' (Jacobs 
v Booth's Distillery (1901) 85 L.T. 262), or 'an arguably good defence' (Clarke v Union Bank (1917) 23 CLR 5), or 'any plausible ground of defence' (Daly v Egan (supra)), or that it can be inferred 'that at the trial of the action [the defendant] may be able to establish a defence' (Ray v Barker (1879) 4 Ex D 279 at p.283, per Brett LJ).	Speaking generally, the defendant must show a fair case for defence, or reasonable grounds for setting up a defence, or even simply a fair probability of a bona fide defence, to obtain leave to defend under Rule 22.06(1)(c).

As noted above, it is for the plaintiff ultimately to establish under Rule 22.02(1) that "the defendant has no defence to - - [the relevant] part of a claim included in the Writ."	The plaintiff bears the legal burden of proof.
To discharge this, he may be permitted to reply to the defendant, under Rule 22.05; it would be insufficient if his affidavit in reply simply contradicted the defendant's factual material, but it would be sufficient if he showed that what the defence relied on was a sham or unfounded in fact, "frivolous and practically moonshine" as Lord Lindley put it in Codd v Delap (supra); and it may be sufficient if he explained away the matters set up in the defendant's affidavit.	But if, when all the affidavits are in, relevant facts remain in dispute (as was the case here, with the claims under the second and third guarantees), or a
difficult question of law remains to be decided, the case should go to trial and the application for summary judgment should be refused.

	Procedure - the requirements of the Rules


	What is required of the plaintiff


A plaintiff seeking summary judgment must file an affidavit under Rule 22.03(1) "verifying the facts on which
- - the part of the claim to which the application [for summary judgment] relates is based, and stating that in the belief of the deponent there is no defence to that - - part."	The facts to be verified in the supporting affidavit are those necessary to establish that the plaintiff has a good cause of action, by proving its essential elements.	If the facts are properly verified in this sense, the defendant then incurs a persuasive burden of satisfying the Court that there nevertheless ought to be a trial of the action by showing "cause against the application - - to the satisfaction of the Court", in terms of Rule 22.04(1).	This burden is discharged in the manner indicated earlier.

	How a defendant shows cause


In terms of the Rules, a defendant shows cause by satisfying the Court that the part of the claim relied on involves "a question [which] ought to be tried or that there
ought for some other reason [to] be a trial of that - - part;" see Rule 22.06(1)(b).	To do so, a defendant is usually required to swear an affidavit in which, using such diligence as is reasonable to be expected of him in the circumstances, all of the evidence he relies on in his defence is set out, in summary form.	That is, the defendant showing cause must reveal in his affidavit the real nature of his defence and in that regard he must "condescend upon particulars", as Lord Blackburn put it in Wallingford v Mutual Society (1880) 5 App. Cas. 685 at p.704.	The affidavit therefore should deal specifically with the plaintiff's claim and the facts set out in its supporting affidavit; it should state clearly the defence to that claim and the facts relied on to support that defence.

I should state at this point that the defendant's affidavits are somewhat deficient in these respects.

The requirement in Rule 22.06(1)(b) that the defendant satisfy the Court that there is "a question [which] ought to be tried" or "that there ought for some other reason [to] be a trial" appears in the identical Victorian Rule, and is discussed by Murphy J in Chasfild Pty Ltd v Taranto (unreported, Supreme Court of Victoria, 9 June 1988), as follows:-
"The first words "a question ought to be tried" appear to relate to what formerly - - - was expressed as "a good defence to the action on the merits" and has been equated to "a real case to be investigated in fact or in law": Australian Can Co Pty Ltd v Levin & Co Ltd [1947] VR 332-3.	But the latter words "that there ought for some other reason be a trial" appear on their face to extend the reasons upon the basis of which a court may be satisfied not to give judgment summarily.
Clearly they go beyond the court's satisfaction that a question ought to be tried in respect of the claim, for they say "for some other reason".

Rule 22.06(1)(b) of our Rules is based on O 14
r 3(1) of the Rules in England, as introduced in 1962.	- - -.

It is, I think, reasonable to look to see how those new words in our Rules have been understood in England, - - -.

Megarry VC has said that you do not get leave to defend by putting forward a case that is all surmise and Micawberism: Lady Anne Tennant v Associated Newspapers Group Ltd [1979] FSR 298. He was referring to a case in which on a summons for final judgment, the defendant made out only a
case showing its desire to investigate obscurities with a hope that something would turn up.



However the mere fact that the defendant cannot pinpoint a precise issue or question in dispute which ought to be tried is no longer a bar to obtaining leave to defend.

In a case such as the present, where the facts are peculiarly within the knowledge of the plaintiff - and its apparently strong position depends upon its innocence and the innocence of its agents of the fraud or forgery perpetrated by persons enabling it to be in such a position, and the consequences involve real hardship to the assumedly innocent defendants, I am of the opinion that there is good reason shown why the summary procedure of the court should not be employed.
I think that the present case is one in which the defendants have satisfied me that the circumstances should be closely investigated, that discovery and interrogatories of the plaintiff and possibly of others would be reasonable and that a trial ought to be had before they, the defendants, are adjudged to be in the position of bearing alone the brunt of the fraud which it would appear has been effected.

In Miles v Bull [1969] 1 QB 258, Megarry J (as he then was) spelt out some such similar sentiments, influenced perhaps by the words of Lord Parker of Waddington in Daimler Co v Continental Tyre Co [1916] 2 AC 307; (1916-17) All ER Rep 191, where
his Lordship said: "The circumstances of the present case were, therefore, such as to require close investigation and preclude the propriety of giving leave to sign judgment under O 14 r 1". ([1916] 2 AC at 346; [1916-17] All ER Rep at 208).
His Lordship's remarks were made during the First World War in a case involving consideration of legal issues arising out of trading with the enemy.	Such cases tend, I believe, to be "hard cases" - but Megarry J ([1969] 1 QB 258 at 266) was prepared to regard them as apposite to a consideration of the meaning of the relevant words in O 14 r 3(1)(Eng): "There are cases where the plaintiff ought to be put to strict proof of his claim, and exposed to the full investigation possible at a trial and in such cases, it would, in my judgment, be wrong to enter summary judgment for the plaintiff."	In my opinion, the present is just such a case.

In Bank für Gemeinwirtschaft v City of London Garages Ltd [1971] 1 All ER 541, an application for summary judgment under the Rules of the Supreme Court O 14 (Eng) was made in an action on a bill of exchange by a holder in due course.	In the Court of Appeal, Cairns LJ - - -	said:

"Finally, counsel for the defendants relies on the provision recently introduced into RSC, O 14
r 3(1) whereby even if there is no issue to be tried the court may give leave to defend for some other reason.	The only reported case in which that provision has been applied is Miles v Bull ([1969] 1 QB 258).	Megarry J there gave leave to defend because the documents on which the claim was based had some appearance of a sham.	It is
not difficult to think of other circumstances where it might be reasonable to give leave to defend although no defence was shown, eg, if the defendant was unable to get in touch with some material witness who might be able to provide him with material for a defence; or if the claim were of a lengthy, complicated or technical nature which could only properly be understood if oral evidence were given; or if the plaintiff's case tended to show that he had acted harshly and unconscionably and it was thought desirable that if he was to get judgment at all it should be in the full light of publicity."


In Australian Can Co Pty Ltd (supra) at p.335 what is required of a defendant to show cause was put as follows:-

"- - the substance of the criterion to be applied is that after the matter involved has been explained to the Judge there must be a real uncertainty without full argument or further investigation of the facts as to the plaintiff's right to judgment."


That is, the defendant need go no further than show "a real uncertainty".	See generally the discussion at pp.333-4.
In Fancourt v Mercantile Credits Ltd (1983) 154 CLR 87 at p.99 the High Court observed:-


"The power to order summary - -	judgment is one that should be exercised with great care and should never be exercised unless it is clear that there is no real question to be tried: see Clarke v Union Bank of Australia Ltd. (1917) 23 C.L.R. 5; Jones v Stone [1894] A.C. 122; Jacobs v Booth's Distillery Co. (1901) 85 L.T. 262.	In our view,
it is not possible to say without doubt, on the whole of the material, that there is no question to be tried concerning the payment of the deposits by the appellants.	The facts which are established are inconclusive, but the respondent, as well as the appellants, was in a position to establish conclusively the payment of the deposits if that fact could be established and, given the opportunity, it did not do so.	That leaves, we think, a question to be tried and, although the appellants have not succeeded in positively establishing a defence, they should not in the circumstances be debarred from defending the action."


In Cloverdell Lumber Co. Pty. Ltd (supra) Isaacs J said at p.133:-

"All the defendant has to do is to establish a state of facts that displaces the prima facie effect of the statement of the mere belief of the deponent - - - that there is no defence in fact or law.	Unless that statement - - as to his "belief" remains unimpaired - and if the matter is left in doubt, it is impaired - the plaintiff has no right to the summary judgment under Order XIV. if regard is to be paid to the decisions mentioned.
[His Honour had earlier mentioned Codd v Delap (supra) and Jacobs v Booth's Distillery Co. (supra)]	Employing Lord Halsbury's words, [in Jacobs] it is no longer too "plain for argument"; applying Lord James of Hereford's words, [in Jacobs] the Court cannot say to the defence "You have no defence" either at law or in fact.	The head-note to that case seems perfectly right.
The Court, on an application under Order XIV., has no right to do more than ascertain whether, on the materials before it, it is clear the defendant has no defence whatever." (emphasis mine)
The plaintiff's initial submissions

Mr Riley QC, senior counsel for the plaintiff, relied primarily on the affidavit of Bernadette Bowe of
8 August 1991, "verifying the facts" as required by Rule

22.03.	Ms Bowe is the Senior Manager's Assistant at the Katherine branch of the plaintiff.	She is a competent deponent for this purpose; see Commissioner of the State Bank of Victoria v Tripp	(1985) VR 297.	In paras 4 and 9 of her affidavit Ms Bowe spelled out the defendant's obligations under the first and fourth guarantees, in respect of advances to David Nominees Pty Ltd and
KK Kidswear respectively.	Para 10 dealt with the provisions in these guarantees, inter alia, for the compounding and payment of interest.	Para 13 spelled out the limit of
$35,000 on the defendant's liability under the fourth guarantee, and the provision for interest thereon.	Para 14 set out the indebtedness of David Nominees Pty Ltd to the plaintiff as at 18 January 1991 ($416,624.51), together with the rate of interest (18.25% per annum) then usually charged "on accounts of a similar nature."	Para 15 spelled out the request of 18 January 1991 by which the plaintiff "demanded payment" from the defendant under the first guarantee "of the same sum of $416,624.51 plus interest from [18 January 1991] until payment."	Para 17 spelled out the request of
18 January 1991 by which the plaintiff "demanded payment" from the defendant under the fourth guarantee "of $35,000
plus interest [at 18.25%] until the date of payment."

Para 19 spelled out the terms of the FDA.	Para 20 spelled out the request of 3 April 1991 by which the plaintiff "demanded payment" from the defendant pursuant to the FDA "of the sum of $5,919.47, being the amount then due and owing by the defendant to the plaintiff plus interest [then currently at 17.5% per annum] to the date of payment."
Para 22 specified the amount due as at 7 August 1991 under the first and fourth guarantees, and the amount then owing under the FDA (a total of $481,123.95); and the rates of interest then "usually charged - - on accounts of a similar nature."

Paras 23-26 related to the capitalization and calculation of interest on the amounts claimed as due.	Para
27 stated that the defendant had failed to pay "any part of the moneys owing" under the guarantees and the FDA, and set out the sums respectively claimed (totalling $481,123.95 as regards the first and fourth guarantees and the FDA) as "a debt due and owing by the defendant to the plaintiff."	In para 29	Ms Bowe stated her belief that the defendant "has no defence to the plaintiff's claim", as required by Rule 22.03(1).	In para 30 Ms Bowe summarised the plaintiff's claim for moneys due, plus interest at the rates earlier specified "until payment", and costs "on a solicitor and own client basis"; this basis for costs is provided for in para
1 of the guarantees.	The defendant does not dispute the mathematical accuracy of Ms Bowe's calculations.

Mr Riley stated that the amounts due pursuant to the first and fourth guarantees and the FDA, would by now have increased by effluxion of time beyond the total ($481,123.95) set out in Ms Bowe's affidavit of 8 August 1991.	He submitted that the contents of that affidavit and its annexures verified the facts as required by
Rule 22.03(1) and that the plaintiff had thereby established, prima facie, a right to the summary judgment it sought.	That is, its application conformed to the Rules and so it should have judgment, unless the defendant now satisfied the Court in terms of Rule 22.06(1)(b) that, in respect of the claims under the first and fourth guarantees and the FDA, some question of fact or law, or fact and law, ought to be tried, or there ought for some other reason to be a trial.

I adopt that approach, which is the approach taken by Brinsden J in Moscow Narodny Bank Ltd v Mosbet Finance (Aust) Pty. Ltd (1976) WAR 109.	His Honour said at p.110:-

"The plaintiff has supported its application by affidavits and it seems to me that the plaintiff has satisfied all the requirements of O 14 to give
it prima facie the right to an order in the terms asked - - -. The burden, therefore, has shifted to the defendants to satisfy me why judgment should not be given against them - see The Supreme Court Practice 1973, vol 1, p.132." (emphasis mine)





The words emphasized refer to a persuasive or evidential burden on the defendant; it is not a legal burden, which always remains on the plaintiff-applicant.	I consider that on the material in the affidavit of Ms Bowe of 8 August, the plaintiff had at this point established a "prima facie" right to a summary judgment under Order 22.		By consent,
Mr Waters of counsel for the defendant then took up the burden of showing cause.

The defendant's materials

The defendant relied on her affidavits of

19 September and 26 November 1991, 3 letters exchanged between the respective solicitors dated 4 and 15 February and 8 March 1991, and 2 letters from the plaintiff to the defendant of 23 May and 4 July 1991.	I have already dealt with the essence of the defendant's affidavit of 26 November 1991, at pp.8-10

In paras 2-16 of her affidavit of 19 September 1991 the defendant dealt with the circumstances surrounding the execution of the second and third guarantees; these
relate to the indebtedness of Dyscone Pty Ltd, and are largely irrelevant for present purposes; see p.11.		In paras 17-22 the defendant elaborates on the matters which gave rise to the "estoppel" referred to at pp.5 and 6.	In paras
23 and 24 the defendant claims that she owned the Kuringgai Motel (this was later conceded to be an error - it is owned by Kymbrook Pty Ltd) and had requested the plaintiff to release its mortgage over it "because my full mortgage indebtedness in relation to the mortgage has been paid."	In paras 25-27 the defendant complains that she is unable to raise money on the Kuringgai Motel until that mortgage is released; the plaintiff refuses to release it.	In paras 28 and 29 the defendant explains that she is thereby prevented from raising funds to repay the plaintiff and states that she had made this known to the plaintiff.

The defendant's submissions

Mr Waters informed me that the defendant complained that after her husband died in January 1989 and the David Nominees bill fell due on 3 April 1989 the plaintiff did not extend that Bill or permit any other form of borrowing which would have given David Nominees Pty. Ltd the benefit of a reasonable rate of interest.	In that connection, he submitted, the plaintiff had a duty to act equitably and fairly towards the defendant, either by "rolling over" the Bill or, at least, providing a loan
facility at a lower rate of interest than it in fact provided.	He stated that the interest on the debt owed by David Nominees Pty. Ltd went from the lowest to the highest rate.	He submitted that this gave rise to a question which could not be resolved on the affidavit material: had the plaintiff acted responsibly and in accordance with its duty to its customer?	He submitted that this was a "triable issue", involving questions of fact and law.

He submitted that the plaintiff had taken the steps mentioned in relation to the moneys owed by David Nominees Pty. Ltd after 3 April 1989, without reference to the defendant, and had then placed the defendant in a "Catch 22" situation by declining to produce the title deeds.	He submitted that the plaintiff was under a duty to treat the defendant with "normal commercial consideration"; in his submission the plaintiff had failed in that duty, in that it had unilaterally placed the David Nominees Pty. Ltd debt on an overdraft basis; and the defendant would be entitled at the trial of the action to claim for the loss she had suffered thereby, due to the overcharging of interest.	He noted that the defendant had roughly assessed that claim as being in excess of $100,000; he submitted that the determination of the actual amount of the loss would require viva voce evidence at the trial.
On the question whether the defendant was entitled to relief because the plaintiff had refused to release its security over the Crawford Street properties, Mr Waters referred to the correspondence which had been placed in evidence.	It is convenient to set out the letter from the plaintiff's solicitor of 8 March 1991, in which the plaintiff's position is clearly stated viz:-

"Our client [the plaintiff] has instructed us to advise that they are neither prepared nor obliged to discharge the mortgage over lots 2511 and 2512, town of Katherine upon discharge of the debts of David Nominees Pty Ltd.	The mortgage over lots 2511 and 2512, town of Katherine is security not only for the debts of David Nominees Pty Ltd but also for the debts of Barry William David personally.

Barry William David signed an unlimited guarantee for the debts of Dyscone Pty Ltd.	Our client is awaiting the grant of letters of administration in the estate of Barry William David and then intends to make demand pursuant to the unlimited guarantee.

If the amount of the debt of David Nominees Pty Ltd is tendered our client would be obliged to discharge the Kymbook Pty Ltd mortgage over lot 1889, town of Katherine as there are no other monies owing to the bank secured by that mortgage.

However, our client is not obliged to release the mortgage over lots 2511 and 2512, town of Katherine unless, and until it receives payment in full of the Dyscone Pty Ltd debt and all other debts owing by Barry William David personally." (emphasis mine)


Mr Waters submitted that it was clear from the contents of this letter that the plaintiff would not release its
security over those properties because they constituted security not only for the debts of David Nominees Pty. Ltd but also for the debts of the late Mr David, who has a contingent liability, as guarantor, for the debts of Dyscone Pty Ltd.

Mr Waters submitted that the defendant was in a "bind" in that neither she nor David Nominees Pty. Ltd could pay the amount owing to the plaintiff, now approaching
$500,000, because the fact that the plaintiff had decided not to release that mortgage meant that she could not use the Crawford Street properties as security to raise a loan elsewhere to repay the plaintiff.



Mr Waters stated that if and when the plaintiff made a demand on the estate of the late Mr David and later tried to enforce its mortgage over the Crawford Street properties, the defendant would contend that she and her late husband held those properties in trust for David Nominees Pty. Ltd.

Mr Waters also stated that the defendant would also contend that the advances made by the plaintiff to Dyscone Pty Ltd had been made after she and her late husband had separated, and had not been made in contemplation of the
guarantee, which therefore could not be utilized.		For this proposition he relied on Ready Mix Concrete (N.T.) Pty Ltd v Day (unreported, Forster CJ, 20 November 1978).	In that case the plaintiff had sued the defendant on its guarantee of 4 May 1973.	There had been an arrangement entered into between the principal debtor and the plaintiff about the end of 1974, for the repayment of a certain debt over time.	His Honour said at pp.3-4:-


"It is significant that neither in the deed nor in the discussion which preceded it was the guarantee mentioned."


However, the debt which gave rise to the action accrued from transactions entered into after May 1976.	During credit discussion late in 1976 there was no mention of the guarantee of 4 May 1973.	At p.5 of the judgment his Honour found as a fact that the plaintiff "did not intend that the
	- guarantee should be relied upon nor did he consider such a guarantee desirable or necessary."	In fact, in other proceedings the court had been told that there was no guarantee.	Not surprisingly, his Honour considered at p.6:-


"It cannot be right that the plaintiff may now rely on a guarantee which was not in the contemplation of the parties when the bargain over fresh credit was struck."
Accordingly, he found for the defendant guarantor.


Mr Waters submitted that the mere fact that there are moneys owing does not give the plaintiff a right to claim against the defendant, because those moneys may not be at that time payable by the principal debtor.	His submission was that there was nothing in the material placed before me to show that the principal debtor was liable to repay moneys it owed.	This was a question of law.	It had to be shown.	Money could be owing, but not due, and there was nothing presently before the Court to show that the money owing by the principal debtor was in fact due.

In this connection Mr Waters dealt with 2 aspects.

First, he noted that the requests for payment directed to the defendant were quite similar in form.	They all contained preambles.	The following preamble in the request of 18 January 1991 in relation to the first guarantee is typical:-

"A.	You have executed a guarantee dated
19 September 1986 ("the Guarantee") in favour of Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited ("the Bank").

	By the Guarantee you have guaranteed payment to the Bank of all sums of money for the time being owed to the Bank by David Nominees Pty Ltd.
	As at the date of this Request there is the sum of $416,624.51 owing by David Nominees Pty Ltd to the Bank.


	David Nominees Pty Ltd has failed to repay that sum to the Bank.


	Interest continues to accumulate on the amount owing at the rate of $204.35."



Mr Waters submitted that the plaintiff's affidavit material did not assert anywhere that the principal debtors in the respective guarantees had defaulted in paying to the plaintiffs the money owed.	Recital C in the request set out above was not enough; it had not been attested to in
Ms Bowe's affidavit.	While it stated that moneys were "owing" on the overdraft account of David Nominees Pty. Ltd, there was no information as to the terms of that account.

Second, Mr Waters noted that in terms of para 1 of the guarantee, the defendant guaranteed the payment by the principal debtor "of all sums of money whatsoever which shall for the time being be owing or unpaid" by him to the plaintiff.	He submitted that the words in Clause 1:-

"- - whether or not the customer shall for the time being be legally liable to pay the same to the bank and whether or not default shall have
been made by or demand made on the customer in respect thereof - - -"


should not be given any credence because to do so would be to contradict the whole notion of a guarantee.	There could be no liability under a guarantee unless the moneys from the principal debtor were legally due.	Accordingly, these words were contradictory of the concept of guarantee which it was the whole purpose of the document to establish.	The words were applicable to a co-debtor and had to be read down, since the liability of a guarantor did not arise until the principal debtor had made default.	Mr Waters conceded that no notice of any such default had to be given.

Mr Waters then moved on to what could be called more general submissions.	He submitted that at the end of the day the plaintiff's course of conduct had been such that the defendant was left owing a debt well in excess of $1m in respect of Dyscone Pty Ltd, a company with which the defendant had had almost no contact.	He submitted that the plaintiff was endeavouring not to sell up the properties of David Nominees Pty. Ltd, while preserving its right to make a claim against the estate of the late Mr David under the guarantees he had given in respect of the debts of Dyscone Pty Ltd.
Mr Waters informed me of the following position.

During the marriage of Mr and Mrs David they conducted various businesses.	They owned a number of properties, significantly the Crawford Street properties, mortgaged to secure some $400,000 advanced to David Nominees Pty. Ltd.
At the time of Mr David's death in January 1989 the indebtedness of David Nominees Pty. Ltd to the plaintiff was some $680,000.	That debt was reduced to about $280,000 by the sale of some other property; it had since increased to
$500,000 odd, as a result of interest charges.	Mr Waters stressed that it is the defendant's guarantee in respect of that debt which is the main subject of the summary judgment application.	Mr Waters informed me that Mr and Mrs David subsequently separated and Mr David then embarked upon his own enterprise, Dyscone Pty Ltd, which principally operated the Boab Caravan Park and Store.	The debts in respect of the Dyscone enterprise are well in excess of $1m.	Mr Waters said that the plaintiff does not assert that these moneys are owed by David Nominees Pty. Ltd or by the defendant; it asserts, however, that Mr David was the guarantor for the Dyscone debts.

Mr Waters referred to a "very serious complaint" by the defendant as to the way in which the plaintiff has sought to recover the moneys owed to it by Dyscone.	Part of her complaint is that the Boab Caravan Park was sold at an
under value.		Mr Waters said that it was at least clear that the plaintiff had lent about $1m in relation to the Park which it had later sold for $250,000.00.	He submitted that the plaintiff was seeking to preserve its rights to recover what moneys it could from Dyscone by way of the guarantees from the late Mr David.	He referred to the Crawford Street properties, saying that the plaintiff said that they were worth less than $400,000.00.	On the other hand, he said, the defendant thought that these properties plus the Kuringgai Motel were of sufficient value to enable her to borrow $1m.	He submitted that the plaintiff was refusing to discharge the debt owing by David Nominees Pty. Ltd and secured over that property because it intended, one day, after a personal representative of the Estate of the late
Mr David had been appointed, to make a demand against that Estate which would include at least a one half interest in the Crawford Street properties.	This was the reason why the plaintiff did not intend to release its security over the Crawford Street properties.

Mr Waters said that a major problem was that the plaintiff was not now proceeding to realise on its security over the Crawford Street properties and had refused to
co-operate, until recently, in taking the proper steps necessary to enable the defendant to discharge the security over those properties.	He said that the plaintiff, instead,
was proceeding to enforce the guarantees, although not the guarantees given by Kymbrook Pty Ltd.

Not surprisingly, Mr Waters thought that I might regard all this as a somewhat tangled skein.	He submitted that at the end of the day someone would pay out the real indebtedness of David Nominees Pty. Ltd, in the sense of the residue of the original debt of $680,000.00, using the Crawford Street properties as securities.	He anticipated that the plaintiff would oppose that course of action since, the plaintiff would say, at least one half of the Crawford Street properties was an asset in the Estate of the late
Mr David, and it had a claim both against David Nominees Pty. Ltd and, by virtue of the personal guarantee of the late Mr David, in respect of the Dyscone debt.

He submitted that the plaintiff was really seeking to "cripple" the defendant, and not to recover the debt due to it by David Nominees Pty. Ltd.	Mr Waters did not suggest that this was an illegitimate tactic.	He said that when the defendant had her day in court a defence would be that the Crawford Street properties were in fact held in trust for David Nominees Pty. Ltd and accordingly were not the subject of any personal liability of the late Mr David.
The plaintiff's submissions in reply

In reply, Mr Riley relied on the affidavit of Ian Clark of 27 November 1991 and Ms Bowe's affidavit of
21 November.


Ms Bowe's affidavit of 21 November dealt with matters raised in the defendant's affidavit of 19 September.
In para 4 she dealt with the allegations in para 17-22 of the defendant's affidavit of 19 September; she annexed copies of 3 title deeds to the properties, all of which are subject to one or other of 2 mortgages to the plaintiff.
The relevant details of the mortgages are spelt out at para 4(b); they include a covenant to pay, on demand, moneys "which shall for the time being be owed or unpaid by the mortgagor - - to the [plaintiff]", including any sums for which she may become liable under a guarantee.	Para 4(c) spells out the late Mr David's guarantee in respect of the debts of Dyscone Pty Ltd, and the amount due thereunder.
Para 4(e) spells out the defendant's and her late husband's guarantee of the debts of David Nominees Pty. Ltd and the amount due thereunder; that is, the first guarantee.	Para 4(g) deals with their liability under the FDA.	Further details are given of amounts owing under the other guarantees; para 4(k) shows that the amount "secured by the joint mortgages is $1,551,000.27", as at 21 November 1991, and gives the details; interest is said to be accruing at
$658.24 per day.	In paras 4(p) and (q) Ms Bowe states that the plaintiff (finally) agreed to produce the relevant title deeds to enable transmission of title to the defendant.	In para 5 Ms Bowe dealt in detail with the Kuringgai Motel, showing that it was owned by Kymbrook Pty Ltd, and giving details of the mortgage over that property in favour of the plaintiff.	In paras 5(c) and (d) she showed that Kymbrook Pty Ltd had given a guarantee of the debts of (inter alia) David Nominees Pty. Ltd, in respect of which a Notice of Demand had ben made on 18 January 1991; this remained unsatisfied.		Para 5(e) showed that a demand was made on Kymbrook Pty Ltd on 22 January 1991 under the mortgage on that property, in respect of moneys owing under its guarantee of the debts of David Nominees Pty. Ltd.
Para 5(f) shows that a notice of intention to exercise the power of sale under the mortgage in respect of the Kuringgai Motel was given on 24 January 1991.

In his affidavit of 27 November 1991 Mr Clark, the Darwin manager of the plaintiff, sets out in detail the "procedure invariably adopted" by the plaintiff "in relation to commercial bill facilities."	He deals in para 2(d)-(f) with the "roll over"of Bills, and the consequences of the roll over as regards interest rates.	In paras 4-6 he explains the history of the Commercial Bill Facilities offered to David Nominees Pty. Ltd from 16 May 1986 to
3 April 1989, and the varying discount interest rates (and yield rates) payable, and the "line fees" payable.	In para 8 he explained the plaintiff's policy that when a customer or guarantor of a customer dies - in this
connection it will be recalled that Mr David died in January 1989 - his Commercial Bills are no longer rolled over because of the "rule in Clayton's Case"; this is clearly a reference to the rule in Devaynes v Noble (1816) 1 Mer. 572;
35 ER 767.	Mr Clark asserts in para 8(c) that the plaintiff was "under no contractual or other obligation to extend any further Commercial Bill Facilities to [David Nominees Pty. Ltd]".	In paras 9-10 he sets out by way of comparison the varying rates on Commercial Bills and overdrafts between approximately April 1989 and October 1991.	In para 12 he deals in some detail with paras 11-15 and 17 of the Defence.

I turn to Mr Riley's submissions.	As to

Mr Waters' submission as to the lack of evidence of default by the principal debtor, Mr Riley submitted that such evidence had in fact been put forward.	He relied first on recital C in the request, read with Clause 20 of the guarantee which made a "certificate - - stating the balance of the said indebtedness and liability prima facie evidence of the said indebtedness and liability mentioned in such certificate".	The certificate was in evidence at
annexure J.	In his submission there was prima facie
evidence of the liability of the principal debtor and that evidence had not been contested in any way by evidence brought forward by the defendant.	Further, in his submission, para 4(f) of Ms Bowe's affidavit of 21 November stated as a matter of fact the principal debtor's indebtedness.	In para 12(a)(i) of Mr Clark's affidavit of
27 November 1991, a statement of the amounts "due" by the principal debtor was made, together with the fact of default.	Finally, Mr Riley submitted, the defendant had proceeded in her affidavit on the very basis that the money was owing; see for example para 14 of her affidavit of
26 November 1991.	In the result, in his submission, there was evidence that the moneys were due.	Further and alternatively, he submitted, the words in para 1 of the guarantee earlier referred to (p.29) meant that such evidence was unnecessary, the parties having contracted along those lines and being legally bound by what they had agreed to.

Mr Riley submitted that the other matters referred to by Mr Waters did not in fact raise any defence known to the law.	He submitted that there was no such duty owing by the plaintiff to the defendant as was alleged.	The plaintiff had acted in accordance with the contractual relationship between the parties and it was that contract which regulated their respective duties.	He submitted that
the plaintiff was clearly not in any fiduciary relationship with the defendant, as had been pleaded in the Defence.	In that respect he relied on Smith v Smith (unreported), Federal Court of Australia (Von Doussa J), 11 March 1991 at pp.29-30, and James v Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited (1985-86) 64 ALR 347 at p.391.	I accept the propositions of law as stated in those authorities; there is no authority for the proposition that the plaintiff was in a fiduciary relationship with the defendant.	In that connection I note that there is no suggestion on the facts of the case that the plaintiff had assumed the role of an adviser to the defendant.

As to the plaintiff's alleged failure to proceed against the properties of David Nominees Pty. Ltd, Mr Riley submitted that the plaintiff was not obliged to do so, and that there was in fact no evidence that David Nominees Pty. Ltd held any property.	The only suggestion of that had come from the Bar table, to the effect that the Crawford Street properties were held on trust for that company.	He submitted that even if that were so the fact was that those properties had been mortgaged by Mr and Mrs David to secure the indebtedness of David Nominees Pty. Ltd, and the Register Book spoke for itself.	He noted that the defendant had never asserted in her affidavits that the Crawford Street properties were held in trust.

He submitted that the plaintiff could enforce the securities which it held, as it saw fit.

As to the alleged refusal by the plaintiff to discharge the mortgage over the property of Kymbrook Pty Ltd, Mr Riley pointed to the letter of 8 March 1991 (pp.25,
26) which clearly set out the plaintiff's position.	He submitted that the plaintiff relied on its contractual relationship with the defendant.	Those contracts did not oblige the plaintiff to "roll over" the Bills of David Nominees Pty. Ltd.	Whether the plaintiff chose to do so was entirely a matter of policy for the plaintiff.

As to the placing of the indebtedness of David Nominees Pty. Ltd on a higher interest rate, Mr Riley submitted that the plaintiff relied on an authority of
19 September 1986 given by the defendant as a Director of David Nominees Pty. Ltd, and shown as Annexure A to
Mr Clark's affidavit of 27 November 1991.	The plaintiff had proceeded in accordance with usual Bank practice.

As to the Crawford Street properties, Mr Riley submitted that the position was fully set out in para 4 of Ms Bowe's affidavit of 21 November 1991.
As to Mr Water's point on Day's case and the question whether the advance to Dyscone Pty Ltd had been made in contemplation of the guarantee, Mr Riley submitted that what was involved here was a mortgage.	There was a lack of evidence from the defendant on the point, while on the other hand it was clear that the defendant had entered into a document which on its face contemplated the incurring of further obligations by way of guarantees.

In his submission no defence had been disclosed by the defendant and there could be no defence.	Nor was there any serious issue to be tried.

The defendant's further reply

Mr Waters then made a further reply to the matters raised by Mr Riley; it is unnecessary for me to go further into those points.

Conclusions

I have set out this "tangled skein" at some length.	At the end of the day, bearing in mind the legal principles applicable on an application for summary judgment, I accept in general the submissions made by
Mr Riley.	I am satisfied that there is no real question to be tried and that there is no other reason why there should
be a trial in relation to the claims in respect of which summary judgment is sought in this application.

As to the matters alleged in paras 11-13 and 17 of the Defence and in the defendant's affidavit of 26 November 1991 it is sufficient to say that in light of Mr Clark's affidavit of 27 November 1991 which "condescends upon particulars" of the transaction, and the considerations urged by Mr Riley, it is crystal clear that there was no such implied term as alleged in para 12 of the Defence, the plaintiff owed no such duties to the defendant as alleged in para 13, there was accordingly no overcharging of interest, and para 17 lacks any foundation as regards wrongful advice or breach of fiduciary duty.

Accordingly, there will be summary judgment for the plaintiff in respect of the amounts due under the first and fourth guarantees and in respect of the amount due under the FDA.	I will hear the parties as to what the total of those amounts should now be.	The plaintiff should have the costs of its application of 13 August 1991.






